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Art Practice and New Imagination from Steel

Vice Chairperson, C.O.O. of Tung Ho Steel Enterprise Corp.

Chairperson of Tung Ho Steel Foundation

Shu-Chau Wang Ho

Every year, “Tung Ho Steel International Artist Residency Program” organized by Tung Ho 

Steel Foundation invites one international artist and one domestic artist to come to Tung 

Ho Steel Miaoli Works for creative projects. The program has now entered its fourth year, 

and facilitated the creation of many quality artworks of steel. Every year, I have always 

been very impressed after seeing the works created by the participating artists. 

This year’s program invited Juanjo Novella from the Basque Country and Chin-Chih Kuo 

from Taiwan. Juanjo Novella utilized steel scraps and steel plates in various shapes to 

represent different female images, injecting a hint of tenderness into hard and rigid steel; 

Kuo, on the other hand, cut out geometric abstract forms from steel plates to echo the 

works created by Novella. 

The two artists also brought the staff at the Tung Ho Steel Miaoli Works different 

challenges, and have changed the ways each other thought over the process of the 

creative collaboration. Language barriers did not affect Novella’s progress, as steel 

became the language between the artist and the technicians at the plant; they used 

steel to create art, and through steel they communicated and exchanged, giving rise to 

even more artworks. Kuo’s meticulous creative attitude was manifested in every detail 

from molding to completion of final product, showing the staff at the plant the steel-like 

resilience of the Taiwanese sculptor. 

For years, the artist residency program have imperceptibly enriched the lives and 

broadened the horizons of Tung Ho Steel’s employees. This year’s creative projects once 

again filled the plant with beautiful imaginations and impacts, toppling our perceptive 

experience. Tung Ho Steel will continue to support authentic art creation, establish a 

local platform for international exchange, and contribute to art environment in Taiwan. 
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Juanjo Novella

Juanjo Novella was born in 1961 in Basque Country. He is an autodidact and good at 

painting, sculpture, mural painting and various models of performance in public spaces. 

He was awarded at many international public sculpture competitions, collaborating 

campaigns for the improvement of the urban landscape, such as the street art of Bilbao 

City Council, improvement of the urban landscape at Vitoria.

Novella is dedicated to sculptures in public spaces, concerning the relationship between 

place and works. In his conception, the work should be considered as a place and not 

just one thing, it should be a public work that closes to people. The light has special 

effects on his works, especially with the important presence of shadows. For him, the 

combination of landscape, buildings and human beings are fundamental to his works. 

His sculptures remain large but very light; people can feel warm and protective through 

interacting with his works.

Solo Exhibitions
2012   “Festival Internacional de las Artes. FIA”, solo exhibition in Atlantic Statión

2007   “Territories”, Exhibition Hall of Colegio de Abogados in Bilbao.

2006    Guggenheim Museum Bilbao sculpture installation reflection Aterpe, small replica 

of Aterpe Artxanda.

2005   “Noon”, exhibition of paintings and sculpture Entrambasaguas, Cantabria

1995   “Covered Areas”, Art Gallery Max Center

1985   “Portrait”, CAV. Portugalete

Group Exhibitions
2006    “IV International Biennial of Visual Arts”, Alcorcón, Madrid, Spain

2005     Felisa Navarro Gallery, Vitoria

1995     Exhibition Hall, Max Center, Spain

1992    “GURE ARTEA”, Bilbao, Vitoria, San Sebastian, Spain

1989    “Twelve Painters in Osaka”, Osaka, Japan; Bilbao, Spain

Public Artworks
2014    Complex of 7 medium sculptures private collection Abu Dhabi UAE

2013   “Fountain”, Petroleum Research Building, Texas Tech University – LUBBOCK, TX

2012   “Welcome to My Safe Home, to My Sheltered Haven”, Neale Park, Nelson Gateway, 

New Zealand

2011   “Cipres Truncado”, Montjuic, Barcelona, Spain

“Urte Haietan”, Aiete Palace’s garden. Donostia / San Sebastian, Spain

“Block”, Alicante, Spain

2010   “OGNARUD”, Durango, Bizcaia

“DURANGO”, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

“Hoja-la”, Asan-Si, Korea

2009   “The Emprenta del’s Temps”, Termens, Lleida, Spain

“Hostoa”, Leioa, Biscay, Spain

2008   “Door to the Sea”, Maritime Walk of Almeria, Spain

“Arch”, Torrejón de Ardoz, Madrid, Spain

“Rosa Blanca”, Torrejón de Ardoz, Madrid, Spain

2007   “Coral”, Santoña, Cantabria, Spain

“Perplex Magritte”, Pradejón, La Rioja, Spain

“Gurasoeen Etxea”, Maritime Walk of the Benedicta, Sestao, Biscay, Spain

“Standing”, Trapagaran, Biscay, Spain

2005   “Antzaren Potzua”, bronze, Sopelana, Biscay, Spain

2003   “Gona”, Corten steel cut, Baracaldo, Biscay, Spain

“Pareja”, bronze, Baracaldo, Biscay, Spain

“Nascent Sun”, Avilés, Asturias, Spain

2002   “Stairs to the Sky”, Baracaldo, Biscay, Spain

“Fingerprint”, Gijon, Asturias, Spain

“Honoring to Sant Vicent Woman”, San Vicente Raspeig, Alicante, Spain

2001   “Bucle”, Plaza of Cruces, Baracaldo, Biscay, Spain

2000   “Polaris”, Santurtzi Maritime Walkway, Biscay, Spain

1999   “Ate_Zubia”, Plaza Zubiondo, Amorebieta, Biscay, Spain

1992   “Book and Door”, Sestao, Biscay, Spain





與東和鋼鐵重新發掘廢鋼之美
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Rediscovering the Beauty of Steel Scraps 
with Tung Ho Steel
 

Juanjo Novella

Unlike any other mode of operation in the past, I did not have to communicate with onsite 

staff through language during this residency program; we could rely solely on “steel” as 

our medium of communication. I indulged fully in the creative moments, and tried my best 

to give the chosen steel scraps best expressions. To me, these materials had their own 

expressive power, and were not just bland and ordinary raw materials. I used seemingly 

imperfect steel scraps as creative elements and attempted to search for the beauty and 

harmony within them.

Portraits

The series is inspired by my previous series of works as well as the “Portraits” series 

that I had begun in recent years. “Portraits” should be regarded as a public art project 

despite the fact that they are in essence independent sculptures. I believe that they 

introduce a new vision of public statues; not only can they be seen, these portraits can 

be entered and touched, becoming another type of contemporary elements in modern 

urban landscapes. Also, this type of sculptures can be regarded as commemorative 

expressions and retrospections. 

The works in the “Portraits” series are large human faces created with steel scraps, and 

old, thick, and discolored steel cables, attempting to showcase beauty and a sense of 

nature; other works were recognizable portraits of women put together by laser-cut steel 

plates. 

Scraps Caro

The idea of the title came from the shapes of some scraps at the plant, which reminded 

me of British sculptor Anthony Caro’s works. This is my tribute to Caro. 

Scrapipe

I assembled various irregular spheres into different works. They perhaps seem like some 

kind of bookshelf or tower-like object. These inspirational media often give the works 

different looks following changes of creative concept. 
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Chin-Chih Kuo

Chin-Chih Kuo was born in 1939 in Tachia, Taichung. Graduated from the Department of 

Sculpture, National Academy of Arts, his early works of realism won multiple awards at 

the National and Provincial Exhibitions. In 1965, he won first prize at the Provincial Fine 

Arts Exhibition, gold medal at the National Fine Arts Exhibition, and first prize in sculpture 

at the Taiyang Fine Arts Exhibition. In the 90s, he worked with multiple materials, blending 

conflicting materials into harmony, and interacted with the environment.

In 1994, Kuo’s “Gate of Saha” was invited to Japan to participate in the “Asian Modern 

Sculpture Outdoor Exhibition.” It was highly praised by Japan’s “Asahi Shimbun” with its 

unique “multi-dimensional” style. His “Entrance of the Sun” was included in the Forjar el 

Espacio: La Escultura Forjada En El Siglo XX, which was listed as an example of large-

format sculpture with other international masters.

Kuo’s works involve expression, originality, and spirit of the East. Since the 60s, he had 

contributed himself to stone sculpture, making a shift of material and working style from 

bronze, stone, metal sculpting and mixed material. He became a predecessor of modern 

sculpture in Taiwan, and had a big impact on the development of sculpture in Taiwan.

Solo Exhibitions
2015   “Carvings of Life”, Taichung City Tun District Art Center, Taichung, Taiwan

2010   “Transcend Historical Images”, Taichung City Seaport Art Center, Taichung, 

Taiwan

2009   “Kuo Chin-Chih Sculpture Exhibition”, Fun Year Art Gallery, Taichung, Taiwan

2008   “Cast Memorial Totem”, Yun Tech Art Center, Yunlin, Taiwan

2002   “Landscape of Sculpture”, Tunghai University Art Gallery, Taichung, Taiwan

1990   “Kuo Chin-Chih Solo Sculpture Exhibition”, National Museum of History, Taipei, 

Taiwan

1989   “Kuo Chin-Chih Modern Sculpture Exhibition”, Taichung Municipal City Huludun 

Cultural Center, Taichung, Taiwan

1987   “Kuo Chin-Chih Modern Sculpture Exhibition”, Apollo Art Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan

1982   “Kuo Chin-Chih Modern Stone Sculpture Exhibition”, Apollo Art Gallery, Taipei, 

Taiwan

1980   “Kuo Chin-Chih and Ho Heng-Hsiung Modern Sculpture Exhibition”, Apollo Art 

Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan

Group Exhibitions
1998   “Tradition and Innovation”, National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan

1996   “Invitation Exhibition of Taiwan Contemporary Sculpture”, Apollo Art Gallery, Taipei, 

Taiwan

1992   “Exhibition of Spatial Art—Ah-Chung, Kuo Chin-Chih, Apollo Art Gallery, Taipei, 

Taiwan

1983   “Tour Exhibition of Artists in Apollo Art Gallery”, Apollo Art Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan

1980   “International Art Festival”, Rongxing Garden, Taipei, Taiwan

1979   “Invitation Exhibition of Modern Sculptors”, Apollo Art Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan

1975   “First Exhibition of Five Element Sculpture Collection”, National Museum of History, 

Taipei, Taiwan

1969   “First Exhibition of Taiwan Modern Sculpture”, Yu Yu Art Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan

1966   “First Exhibition of Shaping Sculpture Conference”, National Art Museum, Taipei, 

Taiwan

Public Artworks
2004   “Symphony of Life”, Academia Sinica Genome Building, Taipei, Taiwan

1999   “New Moon”, Mount Tiezhen Scenic Area, Taichung, Taiwan

1997   “Entrance of the Sun”, “The Lovers”, Mount Tiezhen Plaza, Taichung, Taiwan

1993   “Monument of Life”, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taichung, Taiwan

“New Horizons”, Shun-Tien Junior High School, Taichung, Taiwan





以全新的創作觀點面對鋼鐵雕塑



Confronting Steel Sculptures 
from a New Creative Perspective

Chin-Chih Kuo

I have always created works according to my own ideas. I believe that artists must have 

own ideas and understandings regarding art creation to present unique and innovative 

styles. It is not about pursuing trendy features shared by everyone; instead, artists must 

have personal viewpoints. 

I have created iron sculptures about fifty years ago; I also explored other media, such as 

bronze, stone, wood, and mixed media, in later works. In my creative statements, I often 

mention “monumentality;” everyone is a monument, and everyone has his or her own story. 

I have studied volume, the conflict and fusion between internal and external spaces, and 

media. I believe iron sculpture was one of the main types of sculpture in the 20th century, 

and its creation cannot be carried out based on traditional thinking of sculpture. For 

the material of iron, there should be new ideas, techniques, and expressions, in order to 

produce innovative works. 

During the residency, I used iron plates to create works, hoping to establish my personal 

expressions, while also preserving past styles and characteristics. “Coverage,” as well as 

extension of space, were the creative concepts and core ideas of this project, allowing 

people to enter and exit my works and get different experiences; nonetheless, it was not 

about complete airtight coverage, as my view on life is to look forward, find confidence, 

and live in the moment.

In the works created during this residency, people can see that there are traces of men, 

telling stories of men. For “The King,” I created a gap in the enclosed design; it is like 

opening up a window for a house in order to let in the light, and to allow the house to 

breathe, giving rise to various different feelings; this work is symbolic of some authorities 

in our society; the king may possess a castle, but may not be able to really enter it and 

is under much pressure. This is human nature. “Between Closing and Opening” is an 

interpretation on principles of life, a kind of corresponding relation between enclosure 

and opening, and an attitude towards life that pursues harmony and comfort in life. “Nest” 

symbolizes that we are like birds, and need a place that protects and shelters us, in 

which we can live and survive. “Suddenly” is the extension of a monument, as I reexamine 

social and environmental issues, and build upon my view on sculpture in the past—

every sculpture is a monument, and has its own story. “Bygones” represents the original 

traces we leave behind in life; they may be illusions of us creating a new life, but when we 

look back at them, we realize that they are nothing like how we imagined. It is a kind of 

retrospection and reflection on life. 
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Tung Ho Steel Enterprise Corporation has always dedicated itself to various charity events in Taiwan, 

which demonstrates its passion and duty to grow together with this land. To further participate in 

culture and arts events for social benefits, Tung Ho Steel Enterprise Corporation established “Tung 

Ho Steel Foundation” in 2012 to commemorate its fiftieth anniversary. The Foundation aims to 

further cultivate cultural and art literacy of people in Taiwan through fostering art talents, promotion 

of art education and the cultural and creative industry, and organizing/sponsoring cultural and art 

events.

The Foundation had held the first “Tung Ho Steel International Artist Residency Program” since 

2013. Every year, one domestic artist and one foreign artist are invited to Miaoli Works, and artists 

utilized steel scraps as their creative materials. The finished works are great in both quality 

and quantity. The foundation also hold “Kaohsiung International Steel & Iron Sculpture Festival,” 

“FORMOSA Sculpture Biennial,” “International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition,” we hope to establish 

links with the international art communities in order to build a platform of exchange that facilitates 

academic research and artistic creation.

東和鋼鐵國際藝術家駐廠創作計畫
2009-2011

2012

Tung Ho Steel International Artist Residency Program
From 2009 to 2011, C.O.O. Shu-Chau Wang Ho of Tung Ho Steel Enterprise Corp. and National 

Culture and Arts Foundation (NCAF) cooperated and launched a three-year program—Tung Ho Steel 

Artists in Residence Program. The program not only helped artists overcome creative barriers, but 

also utilized the strength of industry to forge a new connection between art and industrial production, 

exploring new possibilities for steel art.

Beginning in 2012, Tung Ho Steel Foundation has strived to continue the program, hoping to make it 

an international-level project and seeking to start communication and conversation of art between 

different cultures. Every year, we invited one domestic artist and one foreign artist to work at Miaoli 

Works. During months of residency, we provided resources such as steel scraps, professional 

machines and technicians. After the residency, we held a reception to exhibit their works.

From the original “art and business cooperation” case to the art practice of the Enterprise itself, the 

program creates benefits for the faculties in different kinds of forms, and constantly exploring the 

different possibilities of steel art. It generates influences to the seemingly opposite fields of industry 

and art, injecting unlimited potential to the development of contemporary art.
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